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F E A T U R E D P U B L I S H E D



he Gary Drury
Ministries is in its
thirty-eight year

of sharing God’s word with His
children. Many fine poets and
writers have shared their faith,
miracles, and talks with the
Lord. A person’s true character
is present in every word they
write. A true poet exposes their

soul to the world and all
the kindness and understanding they have to
give. Our stable of regular contributors may

be small but mighty when offering God’s love
and compassion.

Notwithstanding, life is such a
wonderful blessing bestowed on us, and we
shouldn’t be cavalier and waste each
precious second. The fantastic Sheila B.
Roark was one of those persons that didn’t
take life for granted and made the most of
every moment. Nevertheless, she captured
those priceless times of people and nature
and shared them with as many people as
possible. Nonetheless, dark clouds stormed
in, rolling claps of thunderous applause

REMEMBERING
SHEILA B. ROARK
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followed, and the rain crashed down, cleansing the multitude of souls. Without a second breath
or thought, God willed our long-time friend, poet, and writer back home, freeing her from all the
agony, misery, and pain Sheila hid so well from the world.

Sheila’s agency will live moments more in the Drury Gazette Spring 2021 Issue, scheduled to
feature her as a Published Poet; however, now as a memorial and testament in remembrance to
her. This issue is a memorial in her honor. The well-known and beloved Sheila B. Roark Poet and
Writer, who dedicated herself to finding the best in the worst situation, made her lemonade
through the art of creative writing. I will be sharing several pieces from her book NATURE’S
MOODS and WORDS SAY SO MUCH, Volume One, with Mr. Roark’s blessings. The award-
winning Sheila was indeed faithful, loyal, talented, understanding, but most of all – genuine. Let us
say a prayer for Sheila’s good soul.

Consequently, as I write this piece, it is with a sad mourning heart of incomparable grief. When
losing a part of yourself, the soul ceases to be whole again. Conversely, time does ease the pain, yet
the loss moreover not forgotten in the ravaging sands of time. The only reason this is remotely
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bearable is knowing there is a much better place than Earth for our departed. Although I never met Sheila
in person, we communicated very frequently via mail and email, and I believe we knew each other well.

Our sister Sheila B. Roark (December 17, 1946 – December 26, 2020) returned to the Father just after
the holidays with a grieving heart; I know it is necessary to share this unfortunately sad announcement with
her fellow poets, writers, publishers, and especially Sheila’s readers. As I celebrated quietly my birthday that
day, little did I know what heartbreak her family was enduring?

Moreover, Sheila was not merely a poet and writer contributing to the anthologies and the Drury
Gazette, and she was indeed a friend and family. True, we never had the opportunity to meet in person;
however, we shared many letters and emails over the miles and years. Fortunately, I had the honor to read a
tremendous amount of Sheila’s writings. The faith Sheila had in God shielded and comforted her as she
held steadfast in the most incredible agony and devastating times as she waited to meet her Father.

Consequently, this is what Gary Drury’s Ministry is all about. Helping others share their faith and love
of God through their unique voices—assisting others to realize the signs that may not be clear to them as
daily life rushes us through. Unlike other churches and ministries, it’s not about being preached to or
reading a sermon each week and interpreting for the masses. Besides, intelligent people can comprehend
how scripture interfaces in their lives and don’t require force-feeding. And God wants us to join and gather
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and share our experiences in a faithful act, not simply in words. Like Jesus did on His journeys, mingling
with those who dared listen and watched His actions. The miracles come when we are together, sharing
kindness and the small miracles that happened to us. And Sheila did that through her writings as she wrote
about people and nature and animals and interactions with readers and publishers. Accordingly, Sheila saw
the flaws, but above all, she also witnessed the beauty that was present. Provided the opportunity Sheila was
about giving and helping as she walked in Jesus’ footsteps.

Sheila’s poems gave a moment of reflection to observe the wondrous beauty her eye and mind
captured. She was offering a moment of peace while pushing the world with its chaos aside. To appreciate
the imperfections is to understand the perfection of our Lord. Take this moment of pause and reflect on
what Sheila B. Roark meant to you.

Once or twice in a lifetime, someone comes along like Sheila with such insightful talent, and I
recognized it instantly and encouraged her exploration, but who would have known decades would pass this
swiftly. Our illustrious Sheila regularly contributed to the anthology series, the Drury Gazette, and later to
Theo’s Compass for approximately thirty-eight years. In the infancy of establishing the ministry, she was
among the first to participate in the early eights when life was much more straightforward. A time when a
sea of small startup publishers networked together to create a better place and offer publications that were
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positive and uplifting. The publishers, the writers, and the readers sought the utopia that they couldn’t find
elsewhere. And Sheila was a significant part of this movement to drench the world in happiness, kindness,
and love.

The shine Sheila sport was no accident as she had all of God’s blessing one could ever desire to
obtain. The straightforward Sheila had a career and was a wife, mother and her bounty was full. The last
email I received from Sheila informed me she had been in the hospital and still somewhat under the
weather though doing better. After Sheila’s return home, her energy levels were admittedly remaining low,
although her spirit remained hopeful was a pleasant sign. Sheila was on the mend and excited about her
upcoming birthday and Christmas. Her love of writing was therapeutic with the realization of each new
poem.

Nevertheless, Sheila was not writing as much toward the end; she held in the cockles of her heart
plans to resume after the hectic holidays. Those were Sheila’s last words to me in an email. Understandably,
she wasn’t going to be as ambitious in writing as before; however, she was looking positively toward the
new year, the future to continue her creative writing.

Consequently, as devastating and harmful, 2020 turned out for the world in a multitude of aspects.
God generously blessed Sheila with the opportunity to celebrate her birthday and Christmas with her
family. And with her final writings, Sheila is blessing her publishers and readers with her last creative words
on the following pages. Remember Sheila B. Roark, her husband, children, and other family members in
your prayers each day. She may be in the arms of our Father; however, never forgotten in our hearts and
minds. Sheila’s kind spirit will guide and protect us and possibly be our muse.
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Plans Change

Daily we all try so hard
to organize what we’ll do,

but life has other plans for us
and makes us start anew.

We set up what we want to do
as we go through our day,

but then life interferes with us
in its annoying way.

It seems to be a waste of time
to make our plans each day

for life will always change our lives
no matter what we say.

—© Sheila B. Roark

{Losing my mother was devastating to our family. Writing has been very therapeutic over the years
for mom, but also pleasurable. She enjoyed writing and the people she met through it. I want to thank all
of you for your time and compassion that you show to our family during this difficult time and for
supporting my mother’s writing throughout the years. Sheila’s writings will keep her alive through the
emotions she evokes in every one of you. She wouldn’t want any of us to cry because of losing her but
celebrating her life through positive and charitable actions amongst us and those specifically in need. Please
enjoy this final tribute through her words; all she ever wanted was peace for not only herself but the world.

Thank you,
Meri Rule

(one of her three children)}
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I Find Solace

On gray and rainy spring days

I find much-needed peace

in the constant drumming of raindrops

dancing on the roof.

When spring turns into summer,

I walk along the ecru sand

and find the solace that I need

in the roar of the breaking waves.

With the arrival of the autumn

colored brightly with rustic hues,

I’m filled with quiet peace

as I watch flying leaves pass by.

When the winter finally arrives,

and tiny flakes begin to fall,

I find the solace that I seek

in the beauty of nature’s wonderland.

So, when life is hard to take

I always turn to nature

knowing it will reach out to me

and mend my breaking heart.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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Song Of Spring

Spring’s soft, soothing melody

starts with a blowing breeze

that gently hums a rustling tone

that coils through green leaves.

Then all the birds join in the song

and sing out merrily

adding to the lilting air

so filled with majesty.

Then the babbling brook joins in

and sings its song of glee

enjoying this warm, sunny day

with youthful energy.

The song of spring is everywhere

so filled with hope and joy,

a soft and soothing melody

that all men can enjoy.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Beautiful Day

The day was clear and beautiful

on that warm, spring day,

a day lit by the golden sun

that shared its bright display.

A gentle breeze of warming air

was coiling round the leaves,

sending out a soothing song

that traveled on the breeze.

As I walked the country lane

a bluebird flew by me,

and then I saw the little fawn

as cute as he could be.

It was a day of perfect peace

that God had given me,

a day of joy and happiness

that made my heart feel free.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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Nature Changes

The hot days of summertime

are slowly replaced

by the cooling breezes of autumn.

Verdant plants now change

from vivid greens

to the rustic hues of fall.

A feeling of electricity

can be plainly felt

as the cool air gently rustles dying leaves.

Nature prepares itself

for a long and restful sleep

when winter replaces golden hues with pristine white.

Now, the leaves slowly depart

riding softly on the air

sharing their autumn hues with the world below.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Calming Breeze

He walked alone, just thinking

of how he was alone,

awash in deep, dark misery

and feeling cold as stone.

Then he heard a soothing song

that set his mind at ease,

emitted from the blowing air

that rustled through the trees.

The breeze was warm and comforting

surrounding him with love,

a unique gift to ease his soul

sent down from high above.

He felt a sense of quiet peace,

and as he walked on that night,

and thanked God for the calming breeze

so full of spiritual light.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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Feathery Softness

Like little white doves,

the flakes fall gracefully through the air

performing a silent dance

as they ride on the blowing wind.

Tenderly they touch the ground

covering the sleepy world

with a feathery softness,

as pristine as a white dove’s wings.

The world now wears a robe of white

provided by the feathery flakes

falling silently to Earth

from the charcoal clouds above.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Autumn Princess

She wears a robe of gold and brown,

and on crisp, autumn days,

she watches as the leaves fall down

enjoying their displays.

The topaz crown upon her head

emits a spirited glow,

surrounding her with its soft light

as gentle breezes blow.

She sings a song of happiness

that floats upon the air,

and autumn leaves dance to her tune

as they fall here and there.

When winter comes, she sleeps once
more

under the crystal snow,

but for now, she paints the world

with rustic tints that glow.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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Warm Inside

The bare limbs of the sleeping trees

are covered with white snow,

and crystal flakes dance on the air

as frigid breezes blow.

The cold wind coils around the trees

on this gray, wintry night,

but we are cozy as we sit

beside the firelight.

We marvel at the pristine scene

provided by the snow

that covers all the sleeping world

emitting spirit glow.

The fire shares its welcomed warmth

emitting brilliant light

as little snowflakes fall to Earth

this gray and frigid night.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Morning in the Garden

Its paths of green are winding

among the pastel hues

worn by fragrant flowers

adorned with diamond dews.

Butterflies are flying

roused by the rising sun,

welcomed by the flowers

now that day’s begun.

Little, yellow buttercups

and daisies white as snow

stretch to meet the golden sun

warmed by its aurous glow.

The garden is awake once more

awash with pastel hues,

wearing tiny droplets

of shiny diamond dews.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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The Forest’s Clearing

The clearing is an island in the forest

carpeted by velvety moss

surrounded by a sea of verdant trees

that gently hum a soothing song.

The creatures of the forest come here to rest

enjoying the warmth of the golden sun

that brightly shines down upon them

on soothing, springtime days.

It is a haven of peace and harmony,

an island in the verdant forest,

a place to rest awhile

enjoying the brilliant rays of the golden sun.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Spring’s Essence

It’s the warming, springtime breeze

that gently blows each day,

coiling through the verdant trees

that slowly dance and sway.

It’s the music in the air

sung by the passing birds,

peaceful as the falling snow,

and sweet as lovers’ words.

It’s the promise of rebirth

occurring every year,

and the joy that we all feel

by knowing spring is here.

The essence of this joyous time

is gentle and serene,

when all of nature comes alive

with hues of verdant green.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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I’ll Still Remember You

When the house gets very quiet

When the night envelopes me

I lie awake and think all night

About what we could be.

But reality rears its ugly head

With the coming of the day

I know that it can never be

That I can’t have my way.

But those rare and stolen hours

As few as they may be

Will stay with me forever

With the joy, you gave to me.

Our paths may never cross again

But even if that’s true

I still have thoughts and hopes and dreams

I’ll still remember you.

And maybe there will come a time

When dreams can all come true

A time when I won’t think all night

A time I’ll be with you.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Icy Artwork

A masterpiece is being formed

by nature’s magic wand

as water turns to diamond ice

and robes of white are donned.

Mighty pines are wrapped in fur

while icicles hang from eaves,

and the nodding world is lulled to sleep

by the song of the passing breeze.

The falling snow of pristine white

creates a wonderland,

a work of art for all to see,

a gift from nature’s hand.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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So This Is Christmas

So this is Christmas, he thinks out loud

As he lays in the dirty street.

And as the bells of the church resound

He sits shivering in the sleet.

So this is the season of love and peace

A time to give and share.

But who will stop and help me? Please,

Does anyone out there care?

And after all, is said and done

He’s still left lying there

A man who knows no joy or fun

Just sadness and despair.

Yes, this is Christmas, so they say

A time for one and all,

But who helped the man that Christmas
day?

Why no one, big or small.

—© Sheila B. Roark

I Am

I am a barren island

Surrounded not by water but hostility.

I am a persistent warrior

Fighting through life’s battles.

I am a lost wanderer

Roaming from one crisis to another.

I am a granite slab

For I no longer want to feel.

I am sorrow personified

The end result of suffering and pain.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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Growing

A tiny bud starts its new life

Peeping over the barren field.

It lends a delicate beauty

To the dismal landscape.

Through care and love

It prospers and grows

Becoming a magnificent flower

Sharing its beauty with the world.

And like that tiny bud

Our friendship also grows

And touches all the world with joy

And prospers like the rose.

—© Sheila B. Roark

The Dove’s Gift

The sweet and innocent little boy

Was alone that stormy day

Walking on the rocky shore

And playing on the quay.

And as he watched the mighty tides

The bird flew high above

A bird of pristine beauty

A soft and pure white dove.

They found him on the rocks that day

His peaceful body still,

And in his tiny little hand

He clutched a dove’s white quill.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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My Own Thing

I must do my own thing

No matter what you say.

I must think my own thoughts

There is no other way.

If I am forced by mankind

To stand by myself alone

Then I will stand up proudly

As rigid as a stone.

I’ll not bow to their thinking

Or condone their foolish whims,

I’ll live my life my own way

Until my light has dimmed.

For I alone am me.

I’m proud of what I am.

A person who has done her thing

Not bowed down to a sham.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Fortune Teller

Do you want to know your future?

Then just come in with me

And gaze into my crystal ball

To see what you can see.

And If the ball won’t show you

The things you need to know

Then peer upon the pictures

My special cards will show.

I am a fortune-teller.

I’ll show you future trends.

Just come into my special place

And we two will be friends.

We’ll look into your future

And see what we can see.

But this will only work for you

if you believe in me.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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The Actor

The house lights dim so slowly.

Then the stage is lit.

The actor enters from stage right

And starts to do his bit.

His voice rings out with timbre

As he recites his lines.

He bares his soul for all to see

As the play unwinds.

He plays his part so very well

He has become his role.

And now his life’s no longer his,

His craft has claimed his soul.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Big Chance

I’ve dreamed of this my whole life.

A big part in a play.

A chance finally to be a star.

I’ll do it on this day.

I’ll walk on stage with presence.

I’ll woo both young and old.

I’ll be the queen of Broadway plays.

I’ll glitter like new gold.

Here it is, my big chance.

I enter on stage right.

Oh, oh, I didn’t see that there.

I tripped and fell outright!

The audience is laughing.

I lay here on my back.

I wish that I could yell out loud,

“Please make the theater black!”

My dream has now been shattered.

I’m not a star tonight.

I’m just a klutz who tripped and fell

While entering stage right.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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The Clown

His heart is heavy, but so what?

It’s showtime now, they say.

And so he dresses for his part.

He knows no other way.

The children came to see him

No matter what his plight.

They want to see the clown perform

His act this Friday night.

And even though he wears a grin

And acts the perfect clown,

His sadness grows inside him

And starts to wear him down.

I must remember I’m a clown.

I have to act the part,

Whoever heard of a circus clown

Who wears a broken heart?

—© Sheila B. Roark

A Friend

A friend is a special person

Who’s there through thick and thin

Who understands all your problems

And tolerates all your whims.

A friend is always there

To lend a helping hand

When things get hard to handle

He’s there to take a stand.

With friendship comes a special love

Which only true friends share

A special camaraderie

For two who really care.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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Day’s Over

The day is done, and nighttime now draws near

As tiny diamonds light the ebony sky.

Just listen to the darkness, and you’ll hear

The symphony of insects as they fly.

Nightfall is so tranquil and serene.

It offers haggard souls their well-earned rest.

This is the time to think of all that’s been.

And what we need to do to reach our quest.

Night, the time when dreams can all come true

As dreamland magic weaves its spell.

A time to rest our minds anew

And learn where fantasies of love do dwell.

—© Sheila B. Roark

Dare To Dream

Dare to dream just like a child

And magically, you’ll see

How easily you’ll be beguiled

By dreamland’s fantasy.

Don’t ever say you’re just too old

To take this mystic trip

To places that are paved with gold

Reached by a phantom ship.

Dare to dream just like a child

And keep that youth alive

Let aging minds be brave and wild

Let fantasies survive.

—© Sheila B. Roark
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Happiness of Nature

The happiness of nature

It is seen most everywhere,

From rainbows stretching in the
sky

To flowers that are rare.

Flying birds play tag with clouds

And ride the blowing air.

Dainty daisies dot the fields

With beauty and with flair.

And in the sky, the sun shines

As nature spreads her mirth

To cheer all men and creatures

Who lives on planet earth.

—© Sheila B. Roark

“I Miss Her”

(For Poetess Shelia B. Roark,12-17-1946 to 12-20-2020)

I published Shelia throughout the years

“Land of Lovers” was a place so dear.

“Alone On the Beach,” said, love must be strong,

Continue loving, even if right turns to wrong.

Her “Two Lonely People” says that love is gained and lost,

But no matter how it happens, everyone will pay the cost.

“Colors of the Season” says love’s sight is not excluded

Really only changing, so all colors are included.

I never got to meet her, but whether skies are gray or blue,

She etched in me her love of us!!

In the words of “I Miss You.”

— Arthur C. Ford, Sr.,
poet/lyricist/editor of “The Pen.”

http://thepoetbandcompany.yolasite.com
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{Shelia B. Roark was a faithful contributor and subscriber to Creative Inspirations Poetry Publication for
many years. So many of her poems were inspirational and touched me in a special way. Each poem was
composed and written by a wonderful and talented writer. While I enjoyed each of her poems, I believe
her poem “Plans Change” is now my favorite. According to her family, this poem was one of Sheila’s last
before she went on to be with the Lord. Even more than the poetry that Sheila gracefully shared with my
publication, I enjoyed the conversations we would have via postal and email. I will surely miss Sheila, and
I know the poetry community will miss her as well. May she rest in peace, and may her family and loved
ones be comforted by the love and grace of Jesus.

—MJ Reynolds, Publisher/Editor
CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS,

P.O. Box 19051,
Kalamazoo, MI 49019}

{It is with a heavy heart that I pass on the sad news that Sheila B. Roark passed away on December
26. She has written great poems and many stories for Northern Stars almost since it began 23 years ago. I
want to dedicate this issue to her memory, and I’ll use many of her poems between now and November.
The remainder of her subscription I’ll send to her loved ones. She will be greatly missed by everyone who
was blessed to have known her, whether personally or just through her poems and letters as I did for all
these years.

—Beverly Kleikamp, Publisher/Editor
NORTHERN STARS,

W5786 Co Rd 388,
Hermansville, Michigan 49847}

A special thank you goes out to Perry Terrell, Jonathan Terrell, and Lori Koenig of the AMULET
POETRY MAGAZINE, Conceit Magazine, P.O. Box 1523, Alameda CA 94501, memorial for Sheila
B. Roark, and for helping to disseminate the sad news to keep everyone informed.

* Copyrighted material belongs to its respective parties and has been used in this
publication with the contributors’ consent.


